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Foreword 

“More than ever before in human history, we share a common destiny. We can master 
it only if we face it together. And that my friends, is why we have the United Nations.” 

- Kofi Annan 
UN Sec.Gen. 1997-2006 

 ISMUN was founded in 2016 with the aim of attracting anyone interested in MUN to 
experience it. MUN is not just a method to solve the worlds problems, it is a way to express 
yourself, and your views, and for many, a method to get rid of of your fear of public speaking. 
Many people think that MUN is a boring, and useless thing, that doesn’t work. In reality, it is a 
highly effective method to develop world leaders, who have skills, that are important in daily life, 
that schools do not teach. These skills are valuable, even if you don’t decide to pursue International 
Relations, as they teach you how to convince people to your side. This is especially important in 
business, as this helps you be able to deal with clients, or how to deal with people you don’t like. 
Equally however, MUN is not a classroom only. Many delegates have lots of fun in these 
conferences, and quickly establish a network of contacts and friends around the world, depending 
on wherever they go. This is equally important, because it helps you in the future, especially if you 
stay in contact with them. Whatever the case may be, MUN is an increasingly important activity in 
today’s world, and too few people understand the real need for it. Whatever the case, I hope that 
you join MUN, and enjoy while you are at it. 

Gopal Khandelwal 
Chief Founder 

Secretary General 2016 
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Part 1 -  
What is MUN? 

 To understand MUN (Model United Nations), we have to know the history of the 
United Nations, and inadvertently the League of Nations, and a little before that. After 
World War 1 was over, an organisation was formed, called the League of Nations. This was 
the predecessor to the UN, and as the LN failed in preventing the Second World War, the 
UN was formed. After WWII the League was dissolved, and a new organisation was 
created, namely the UN. In the 1920s (before the Second World War) Harvard University 
Students created a simulation called Model League of Nations (MLN). After the League 
dissolved, the simulation was replaced by MUN. Soon after MUN became popular around 
America, and then eventually the world. Today, big conferences include THIMUN, 
SEASACMUN, and WorldMUN. The aim of such a conference is simple - to make political 
decisions based on a country’s political views.  
 Often one country will argue for only one topic, but will always vote for all of them. 
MUN is important because it gives students an understanding of the current global and 
political issues that any responsible citizen should be aware of. In addition, researching the 
history behind some of the issues that we are currently debating helps give students some 
grasp of how the political world ended up facing some of the problems it is currently facing 
and why those problems seem so intractable. Finally, it helps students develop useful skills 
in terms of team-work, debating, collaboration, building consensus and compromise all of 
which are vital life skills that we actually have very little practice of. Not all people are 
suited for MUN, and many people are driven away by the fact that it includes public 
speaking. However, I think that all students should try it at least once in their school life, 
even if it is just to join the club, and go to the meetings, as smaller “conferences” are often 
held each session. 
 I hope you continue in your path as a MUN member, and I sincerely hope you enjoy. 

Gopaal Khandelwal 
Awardee for MUN 

7/8/15  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Part 2 -  
Conference Preparation 

Delegations 
There are 2 main types of delegations - countries, and organizations. 2 subcategories exist 
within countries, them being UN Member states, and Non-Member states. UN Member 
states, and Non-Member states can both be researched at - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_sovereign_states. This has some basic information such as Short and Formal 
Names, which are very important when referring to a delegation, If they are or not in the 
UN, Sovereignty Disputes, and info regarding status, and worldwide recognition. An 
organization can be something like Vatican City (referred to as Holy See, in the UN), or 
UNICEF, or other organizations that hold matter over the issue. For example - In the Issue 
“Eradicate child labour in LEDC’s”, the affiliated organization will be UNICEF. 
Note *Debate Procedure for these conferences is in Part 3. 

Committees 
Note - The number of Stars (★) next to a committee name will be their toughness out of 5. 

Security Council ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
The Security Council is one of the UN’s most powerful groups, and is one of the few 
committees that has binding resolutions, meaning resolutions that must be followed, and can 
be forced upon a nation. The Security council has 15 members. There are 5 permanent 
members (P5), and 10 members each serving a 2 year time period, with 5 being replaced 
each year. The P5 are Russia, China, The United Kingdom, France, and The United States of 
America. The current members (as of 2015) of the Security Council are Russia, China, 
United Kingdom, France, USA, Angola, Malaysia, Chad, Chile, Jordan, Lithuania, New 
Zealand, Nigeria, Spain and Venezuela. Each continent gets a specific number of countries 
in the P5, with the exceptions of the P5. These are detailed below. 1

Currently, the G4 is also trying to become a permanent member of the Security Council as 
well, as all permanent members have veto power, which means that if they veto a resolution, 
or a clause, it is struck out immediately. Usually a P5 member will call for a P5 caucus, by a 
motion, called “Motion for a P5 Caucus”, to discuss whether or not a resolution is worth 

Regional Bloc Number of Seats

Asia+Africa1 4

Eastern Europe 1

Latin America and the Caribbean 2

Western Europe and Other 3

 Between Asia and Africa, 1 Country must be of the Middle East1
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striking. It is advised not to veto, as vetoing too much will get you kicked out of the 
Council. Such cases have happened before, in MUN history, and delegates have been very 
embarrassed because of that. To pass a resolution in the Security Council, you must have a 
2/3 + 1 majority, of all those who vote for or against, and do not abstain. All the P5 must also 
vote for your resolution, or abstain. When the council debates issues that affect delegates 
that are not represented in the Security Council, the ambassador of the nation is called in as 
a guest, which means that will debate, and vote on procedural matters, but not substantiative 
matters . 2

Experimental Security Council 
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
The Experimental Security 
Council is the same as the 
Security Council with one 
change. The P5 no longer have 
veto power, and therefore 
debate can flow more freely, 
and without the threat of 
having a P5 nation veto your 
resolution. 

Advisory Panel ★ ★ ★ ★ 
The advisory panel is a special committee that focuses on one topic for the conference. They 
debate the resolution of the Security Council through their own method, to reevaluate it. If 
the resolution passes, then it is treated as a Security Council Resolution, and then put into 
effect. No one has their own resolution in the advisory panel, but rather submits individual 
clauses, which are then debated individually, and then are bound together to form a 
resolution. Often in MUN, since the Security Council would be debating at the same time as 
the Advisory Panel, the AP debate previous resolutions. 

Human Rights Commission ★ ★ ★ 
This council debates human rights issues, such as the Boko Haram Kidnappings in Nigeria, 
child labour, and other issues, but not rather whether or not they should be stopped, but 
rather how they should, as a nation, say Germany, says that it should be done diplomatically, 
but another, say Iran, believes that war is the only way to get rid of the problem. 

Disarmament Commission ★ ★ ★ ★ 
The disarmament commission deals with topics that relate to weapons trade, and removal, 
such as convincing North Korea to shutdown its Nuclear Weapons program, removal of 
Chemical Weapons from Syria, and other issues related to that. While GA1 is also 
Disarmament and International Security, the Disarmament Commission is much more 
focused. 

 They will not vote on the resolution, but will vote on things like “Motion for Draft Resolution”, meaning 2

that they will be allowed to vote on how the meeting runs. 
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Environmental Commission ★ ★  
The Environment Commission is a committee that focuses on the protection of the 
environment, and how to restore it. The committee discusses issues that relate to Sustainable 
development (SUSDEV), and conservation of animals and resources. For example, the 
Chinese plan of using Tibet as a resource-ground would be debated by the EC, whose goal it 
is to create solutions about the world’s environment, countering climate change, and 
creating sustainable development. 

ECOSOC (The Economic and Social Council)★ ★ ★ ★ 
In 1945, the UN created ECOSOC, which consists of 54 member states each serving for 3 
years. Each year, 18 are replaced. The aims of this are to improve the economic situation 
between countries, along with stronger social cooperation between countries.  
ECOSOC debates issues that impact economy, and society, such as “Question on Rights to 
Indigenous People”, which is a fairly common topic. The committee provides solutions to 
social problems that affect the economy in a very impactful way. Health problems and costs, 
nutrition, education, as well as the granting of rights, regardless of gender, race, religion, 
age, and culture are all discussed in the council, because they all relate to the economy and 
social benefit of a country. The Blocs and amount of seats in this are as follows. 

While ECOSOC shares debate procedure with the GA, Disarmament, Environmental, 
Human Rights, and Special Conference. While ECOSOC has the power to create new 
councils, they are irrelevant in MUN, with the sole exception of using the rule to create a 
new council in a resolution. 

General Assembly ★ ★ 
The GA is the most basic committee, and consists of 6 parts, which are the following 
committees, who deal with different issues. While the forte of the GA is that all countries 
are represented, and each has the same powers, it can be confusing for all nations to be 
represented, leading to smaller GA’s and the fact that not all MUN conferences have a GA 
as a finale. 

GA1 Disarmament and International Security★ ★ 
The issues in GA1 are very similar to those in Disarmament, and are very related to 
prevention of weapons trading. This committee is much less important than Disarmament, 
and is a great starter, of you plan to be a Disarmament delegate later.  

Regional Bloc Number of Seats

Asia 11

Africa 14

Eastern Europe 6

Latin America and the 
Caribbean

10

Western Europe and Other 13
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GA2 Economic and Financial★ ★ 
This council, along with GA3 is very similar to ECOSOC and deals with boosting global 
economies. GA2 is concerned with improving economies in mainly LEDC’s and helping 
them modernize. The issues are lighter than ECOSOC, and pertain to Sustainable 
Development, Economic Development and Progress, eradication of poverty, and better ways 
to globalize. 
  
GA3 Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural★ 
This GA, most related to ECOSOC and the HRC, focuses on improving social order, and 
removing humanitarian and cultural problems. An example of this would be ‘How to 
remove cultural differences in LEDC’s’. 

GA4 Special Political and Decolonization★ ★ ★ 
The GA4 has issues relating to political stability, as well as deciding if a place should be 
decolonized, that is to say, if a state should be allowed to become a nation. An example of 
this would be something like Sudan, and South Sudan. However, the GA4 does not have the 
power to take away the sovereignty of any nation. 

GA5 Administrative and Budgetary★ ★ 
GA5 has the main job of issuing budgets for UN missions. It requires knowledge of 
previous UN missions, their budgets, and whether or not they were successful. 
  
GA6 Legal★ ★ 
GA6 relates to the world by making laws for countries and the UN, along with other legal 
framework. It deals with the creation of better legal systems. It creates draft laws for the 
UN, as well as laws for peacekeeper troops to follow when on a mission. 

GA Note - Sometimes the GA is not used in this way, but rather as a final finishing to the 
conference. It is used to just debate an important resolution again. 
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ICJ and ICC★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
The International Court of Justice is the primary judiciary sector of the UN. It is used when 
conflicts between countries appear. The International Criminal Court is a secondary 
judiciary sector of the UN, where individuals are judged for genocide, war crimes, crimes 
against humanity, and crimes of aggression (with the last one starting in 2017 at the 
earliest). The ICJ and ICC have very similar topics, and are meant for much more 
experienced delegates. These councils are very difficult, and I strongly recommend only the 
most experienced of delegates to take part. 

If you do this conference it is advised that you read the ICJ Statute and ICJ Rules of Court, 
and the Rome Statute (ICC) and ICC Rules of Court. 

Issue Research 
All conferences give their issues when you sign up for them, and often have them on their 
website. This is so that you are not lost when debate happens if in case you are the only 
delegate that does not know much about the issue. 

Roles in the ICJ and ICC

ICJ ICC

Advocate Prosecutor

(Vice)President (Vice)President

Judge Judge

Defender
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Discussion Forum/Facebook Page 
Almost every MUN conference has its own discussion forum or Facebook Page. This page 
is often used to share ideas, resolution links, and other things. If this is a Facebook page, 
then you may use your own account, or if you do not, you must create one. If it is an 
external discussion forum, then you may name yourself like the following: 

Name_Country_Committee 
E.g. Dan_USA_SC 

For the country you should use the 3 letter code. Country 3-letter codes are at this link 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3 

An alternative method to name yourself can be the following: 

Country_Committee 
E.g. USA_SC 

Resolutions 
Resolutions are the most important part of book writing, and their importance cannot be 
stressed enough. If you are a poor debater, then you must have strength in your resolutions 
so that you can contribute to the final bloc resolution, and if well enough, even main-submit. 
The following page has the format of a resolution. 

Plagiarism 
As a rule, do not copy any clauses from other resolutions. A resolution can be used for 
inspiration, for example the following clause from UN Security Council Resolution 2164 
(2014), about Mali. 

 2. Urges the signatories to the ceasefire agreement of 23 May 2014 to respect it fully, to 
immediately implement its provisions, including the liberation of prisoners and the 
establishment of an international commission of inquiry, and to take steps that support 
national reconciliation, and requests the Secretary-General to facilitate the swift 
establishment of the commission, in consultation with the parties;  

The clauses should not be copied, but rather used for inspiration. The clause can be re-
written like this : 

2. Urges signatories of the 23 May 2014 ceasefire agreement to respect it, and not break it. 

3. Asks for the implementation for the ceasefire agreement provisions, including freeing 
prisoners, and establishing of an international commission of inquiry, so steps towards 
national reconciliation can be taken.  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Link to the online version of this resolution

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz6Fb-GrTZVfdmFucE5oTWo0WEE/edit?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz6Fb-GrTZVfdmFucE5oTWo0WEE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz6Fb-GrTZVfdmFucE5oTWo0WEE/edit?usp=sharing


Good vs. Bad Clauses 
The following is a table of bad clauses, and their explanations. 

Clause Word Starters 
There are many words that can be used to start clauses. The following words, taken from the 
UNAUSA website, are not the only words that can be used, but these are a good starting list. 

Bad Explanation

Asks for removal of Nuclear weapons. - Very Vague 
- Who must remove the weapons? 
- Deadlines 
- Consequences for not removing

Calls for the Government of South Sudan to 
give in, and surrender its territories to Sudan, 
and become a colony of the aforementioned 
state.

- Biased 
- Informal (give in) 
- Decolonization is only a matter of the SC, and 

GA4

Asks that the UN collect a sum of a hundred 
billion dollars from China, for overpopulation, 
and give the money to the USA, for it to be 
able to pay off its debts.

- Very Biased 
- Cannot discuss sums of money in MUN 
- Unreasonable amount of money.  
- The money can be used elsewhere, and it is 

inappropriate for the UN to pay off the US’s 
debts

Urges the signatories to the ceasefire 
agreement of 23 May 2014 to respect it 
fully, to immediately implement its 
provisions, including the liberation of 
prisoners and the establishment of an 
international commission of inquiry, and to 
take steps that support national 
reconciliation, and requests the Secretary-
General to facilitate the swift establishment 
of the commission, in consultation with the 
parties

- Plagiarized from UNSC Resolution 2164 
(2014)
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Perambulatory Clauses 

Affirming Expecting Having examined

Alarmed by Emphasizing Having received

Approving Expecting Keeping in min

Bearing in mind Expressing it’s appreciation Noting with deep concern

Believing Fulfilling Nothing with satisfaction

Confident Fully aware Noting further

Contemplating Emphasizing Observing

Convinced Expecting Reaffirming

Declaring Expressing it’s appreciation Realizing

Deeply concerned Fulfilling Recalling

Deeply conscious Fully aware Recognizing

Deeply convinced Further deploring Referring

Deeply Disturbed Further recalling Seeking

Deeply Regretting Guided by Taking into consideration

Desiring Having adopted Taking note

Emphasizing Having considered Viewing with appreciation

Welcoming
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Operative Clauses 

Sample Resolutions 
All Sample resolutions can be found on the following link : https://drive.google.com/
folderview?id=0Bz6Fb-GrTZVfZ1JyTWJOSGQ3TUU&usp=sharing 
These are resolutions created by mostly more experienced delegates, and are taken from 2 
conferences, the HKSMUN (Hong Kong South MUN) Conference, and the LPCMUN (Li 
Po Chun MUN) Conference, both in Hong Kong. 

Along with Resolutions, many delegates will give for/against speeches. All Delegates will 
have 1 minute to make their for/against speeches, with the sole exception of the main-
submitter who will give a 2 minute speech. You do not have to make for/against speeches, 
but you are advised to. 

Accepts Encourages Further recommends

Affirms Endorses Further requests

Approves Expresses its appreciation Further resolves

Authorizes Expresses its hope Has resolved

Calls Further invites Notes

Calls upon Deplores Proclaims

Condemns Designates Reaffirms

Confirms Draws the attention Recommends

Congratulates Emphasizes Regrets

Considers Encourages Reminds

Declares accordingly Endorses Requests

Deplores Expresses its appreciation Solemnly affirms

Designates Expresses its hope Strongly condemns

Draws the attention Further invites Supports

Emphasizes Further proclaims Takes note of

Further reminds Transmits

Trusts
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Part 3 - 
How a Conference Works 

Roles 
There are many Roles in MUN, as the following passage will describe. These roles are 
different from each other, however, they are all very important in the procedure of MUN, 
and no MUN conference would function properly without them. 

Delegate 
A delegate is the most Basic of the roles that MUN has. They represent a nation, UN 
members or not, and each conference is comprised of a number of them, or representatives. 

Ambassador 
An ambassador of a nation is the person who is in charge of the entire delegation, e.g. The 
delegation of India’s head would be the ambassador if India, who would most probably be 
in the Security Council, or the Experimental SC. 

Representative 
A representative is there to be in the place of an organization such as UNICEF. 

Student Officers 
There are 2 types of Student officers, Secretary General(s), and Chairs. They are in charge 
of the conference, and its smooth running. 

Secretary General(s) 
Secretary Generals are the people who are the people who oversee the entire conference. 
They are the people who help the chairs, and organize the conference, committees, 
delegations, and issues. They are senior to the chairs. 

Chairs 
A chair is the person who is in charge of a committee. If needed, one of them may be used 
to represent a nation not already in the committee, so as to liven up debate. They usually do 
so by giving outrageous comments, such as “HIV AIDS is a very minor disease, and is not 
important enough to treat. Furthermore, this problem only exists in LEDC’s.” This comment 
is very obviously false, which is why the chairs use it to liven up debate. 

Administrative Staff 
Admins are the people who pass around notes that other delegates have written, and it is 
part of their job to read them before they are sent to the other delegates. They make sure that 
nothing inappropriate is written, and if it is, then often severe consequences follow. 

Opening Speeches 
!16



Opening speeches are the first impression the committee will get of you, so it is very 
important to be able to write a proper one. The following is an example position paper. 

Topic - DPR Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program 
Country - USA 

Honorable Chair and Fellow delegates, 
The delegation of USA is extremely concerned about the DPRK Nuclear Weapons program. 
This delegation believes that the nation in question is too small and not yet economically or 
socially ready for such a program. This delegate believes that such a program would wreck 
the country, and that radiation could spread to South Korea, China, and Japan, wrecking 
havoc in these areas. The delegation hopes that action will be taken by the UN if Nuclear 
Weapons are created, as it is a violation of Agreed Framework Between the USA and DPRK, 
which clearly states that the DPRK will only use Nuclear power for peaceful purposes.  
Thank you 

A position paper has to represent your country’s view on the topic. If you represent North 
Korea, the topic is Nuclear weapons in North Korea, and you personally think that N.Korea 
should not get Nuclear weapons, you will still have to write a speech supporting the North 
Korean Nuclear Weapons Program.  

Notepaper 
Notepaper is the primary form of communication between delegates in most conferences, 
unless an online communication forum is used instead. All delegates should have a good 
supply of notepaper, and be ready to print more. A page of A4 paper should have 2 - 4 
notecard formats ready on it. One would look something like the following. The Country 
Name and Flag must be changed for every nation. For Organizations, the emblem of the 
Organization can be used. 
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Vocabulary and Terms 
Key Words 
~A~ 
Abstain 
- the choice be stay neutral. This can only happen on certain topics, and your chair will state 
it. For example : "All For?", "All Against?", and then finally "All Abstaining" 

Adjourn 
-a suspension of the meeting until a later date 
-every session ends this way 

Agenda 
-the issues that will be discussed in committee 

Amendment 
-a change to the draft resolution on the floor 
          -2 types 
               - Friendly amendment (supported by main-submitter and passed automatically) 
               - Unfriendly amendment (not supported by sponsors and must be voted on by the 
committee) 

~B~ 
Background guide 
- a guide to a topic being discussed; it is the starting point for any point for any research. 
Most committees will provide one. 

Binding 
- having a legal force in the UN member states 
All Security Council decisions are binding (including Experimental Security Council) 

Bloc 
- a group of countries in a similar geographical region or with a similar opinion on a 
particular topic 

~C~ 
Caucus 
a break in formal debate in which countries can more easily and informally discuss a topic 

Chair 
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- a member of the dais that moderates debate, keeps time, rules on points and motions, and 
enforces the rules of procedure 

~D~ 
Decorum 
-the order and respect for others that all delegates at a MUN conference must exhibit 
-a chair will call for decorum when he or she feels that the committee is not being respectful 
of a speaker, of the dais, or of other ambassadors 

Delegate 
a student acting as a representative of a member state or observer in a MUN conference 

Delegation 
the entire group of people representing a member state in all committees at a MUN 
conference 

Director 
a member of the dais that oversees the creation of working papers and draft resolutions, acts 
as an expert on the topic, makes sure delegates accurately reflect the policy of their country, 
and ensures decorum is maintained 

Division of the question 
during voting bloc, delegates may motion to vote on certain clauses of the resolution, 
separately, so that only the clauses that are passed become part of the final resolution. This 
is usually quite rare, and not seen very often. 

Draft resolution 
-a document that seeks to fix the problems addressed by a MUN committee 
-if passed, it will become a resolution 

~F~ 
Flow of debate 
the order in which events proceed during a MUN conference 

Formal debate 
the "standard" type of debate at a MUN conference in which delegates speak for a certain 
amount of time in an order based on the speaker's list (which will be updated by the chair 
very often) 

~H~ 
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Head delegate 
the student leader of a delegation 

~M~ 
Member state 
a country that has ratified the Charter of the UN and whose application to join has been 
accepted by the General Assembly and the Security Council 

Moderated caucus 
-a type of caucus in which delegates remain seated and the chair calls on them one at a time 
to speak for a short period of time  
-this allows for a freer exchange of opinions 

Motion 
a request made by a delegate that the committee as a whole do something 
-ex. move into caucus, adjourn, introduce draft resolutions, move to vote 

~O~ 
Observer 
-a state, national organisation, regional organisation, of NGO that is not a part of the UN or 
that particular council but participates in debate. 
-they can vote on procedural matters (whether or not to close the debate, ) but not 
substantive matters (Resolution) 

On the floor 
-when a working paper or draft resolution is first written it may not be discussed in debate 
-when it is approved by the director and introduced to the committee it is "put on the floor" 
and can be discussed 

Operative clause 
-the part of the resolution which describes how the UN will address a problem 

~P~ 
Placard 
- a card with a country's name on it that a delegate raises in the air to speak or vote 

Point 
-a request made by a delegate for information or for an action relating to that delegate  
For example: point of order, point of inquiry, point of personal privilege 
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Position paper 
a summary of a country's position on a topic, written by the delegate 

Pre-ambulatory Clause (Pre-ambs) 
the part of a resolution that describes previous actions taken on the topic and reasons why 
the resolution is necessary 

Procedural 
-having to do with the way a committee is run, as opposed to the topic being discussed 
-all delegates must be present and vote on these motions 

~Q~ 
Quorum 
-the minimum number of delegates needed to be present for a committee to meet 
-1/3 needed to begin debate 
-majority to pass a resolution 

~R~ 
Rapporteur 
a member of the dais whose duties include keeping the speaker's list and taking roll call 

Resolution 
a document that has been passed by an organ of the UN that aims to address a particular 
problem or issue. The UN equivalent of a method to do something. 

Right of reply 
a right to speak in reply to a previous speaker's comment, invoked when a delegate feels 
personally insulted by another's speech 

Roll call 
- the first order of business in a MUN committee in which the names of member states are 
called 
- responses: present or present and voting (All Observer states must say Present) 
- "present and voting" means that you may not abstain on a substantive vote 

Rules of procedure 
the rules by which a MUN committee is run 

~S~ 
Second 
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to agree with a motion being proposed. Many motions must have a second 

Secretariat 
the most senior staff at a MUN conference 

Secretary general 
the leader of a MUN conference 

Signatory 
-a country that wishes a draft resolution to be put on the floor and signs the draft resolution 
to accomplish this 
-they don't need to support it, just want it to be discussed 

Simple majority 
-50% plus one of the number of delegates in a committee 
-needed to pass most votes 

Speakers list 
-a list that determines the order in which delegates will speak 
-after the initial list is created delegates may send notes to the dais to be added 

Sponsor 
one of the writers of a draft resolution 

Substantive 
-having to do with the topic being discussed 
-a substantive vote is on a draft resolution 

~U~ 
Unmoderated caucus 
-a type of caucus in which delegates leave their seats to mingle and speak freely 
-used to sort countries into blocs and to write draft resolutions and working papers 

~W~ 
Working paper 
-a document in which the ideas of some delegates on how to resolve an issue are proposed 
-the precursor to a draft resolution 

~V~ 
Veto 
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the ability of the P5 (USA, UK, France, China, Russia) to prevent a draft resolution in the 
Security Council from passing 

Vote 
-a time at which delegates indicate whether they do or do not support a proposed action for 
the committee 
-procedural and substantive votes 

Points and Motions 
~Point of~ 
Order 
A point of order is used when a delegate believes the chair has made an error in the running 
of the committee. The Delegate should only specify the errors they believe were made in the 
formal committee procedure, and may not address the topic being discussed. 

Information 
A delegate raises a point of information to the speaker in order to pose a question to a 
speaker during formal debate. The speaker chooses whether or not to yield his or her time to 
points of information after having finished the policy statement. 

Parliamentary Inquiry 
A point of parliamentary procedure can be made when the floor is open (i.e. when no other 
delegate is speaking) in order to ask the chairperson a question regarding the rules of 
procedure. 

~Motion to~ 
Suspend Meeting 
A motion to adjourn meeting ends the committee session until the next session, which may 
be the next year’s conference, or after lunch. (Delegates may propose a motion to suspend 
the meeting if they want a regular recess, unrelated to the debate) 

Close Debate 

Move into Open Debate 
In Open Debate it is possible to speak both in favor and against a resolution. The motion is 
used by a delegate if he/she feels the need to comment on arguments made in Time Against, 
or did not get the opportunity to speak during Time in Favor. If another delegate is against 
the motion he/she may object to it, but will then have to take the floor to explain or further 
speak against the resolution. The motion must be seconded at least twice to be in order, but 
it will always be up to the chair to deny the motion in the interest of the debate. If a member 
of the house continually appeals this decision, the Secretary General is called upon. 

Add an Agenda Topic 
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This motion will only be entertained if all approved resolutions of the house have been 
voted upon. 

Divide the House 
Motion to divide the house is used when the majority of the final vote on a much-disputed 
issue is too narrow to be considered conclusive. The house is then asked to vote again, but 
this time, with no abstentions allowed. 

Table the Resolution/Issue 
Used to table, or put on hold, all of the work that the committee has completed on a 
particular resolution. The motion is used if the house is growing tired of a topic, and wishes 
to move to the next resolution. Once tabled, the work on a resolution may be resumed upon 
the decision of the chair. A resolution like that can also be used for an Issue. 

Move into Time Against 
Used when arguments in favor of a resolution seem to have exhausted, and the time has yet 
to elapse. 

Extend Debating Time 

Move into Voting Procedure 

Explain the Vote 
May be used by a delegate who is confused about the opinion of a nation, and wants it to 
explain to the house the reason for it’s vote. 

Propose Draft Resolution 

Call upon a Party of Dispute 
Request that a non-Security Council member be invited to the session 

~Others~ 
Division of the Question 
Divide an amendment into two or more clauses, each to be voted on separately after Closure 
of Debate 
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How Debate Works 

Notes for How Debate Works 
1Role Call is done in Alphabetical Order 

2Blocs are formed with those who have the same opinion as you. 

3After each For/Against Speech, the Chair will ask if the delegate is open to any points of 
information. The answer should be, “Any and All”, “None”, or a Numerical Value. 

4After the points of information you will be asked to whom do you yield your time. If given 
to the chair, the chair will ask other delegates for speeches. If given to a delegate, the 
delegate named must make a speech about the resolution, and may answer points of 
information. He then may yield the floor back to the chair. 

5In most councils a simple majority is needed meaning 1/2+1 meaning if a council has 10 
delegates, then 5+1 are needed for the passing. In some harder councils, it is 2/3+1. 
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Part 4 - 
Equipment and Attire 

Attire 
All Attire must be extremely formal. Male delegates are expected to wear suits, and female 
delegates are expected to wear attire of the same caliber. Clothing as is seen to the left is 
encouraged, however please note that not all conferences allow delegates to wear the 
national dress of their nation. No conferences allow delegates to wear casual clothing. You 
may be asked to leave the conference because of such clothing. 

Equipment 
1. Laptop - A laptop is the best things to store information relating to the conference. It can 

be used to quickly create resolutions from Google Docs, and an also be used to do some 
quick research about a country’s position on the issue. It can also be used to talk to a 
group of delegates on a group chat. If is usually asked that all delegates get their 
Laptops. 

2. Notecards - These are very important when talking to individual delegates, and can also 
be used to take notes.  

3. Briefcase/Bag - This can be used to store all the items. Make sure to have a folder, so 
that important papers do not go missing. 

4. Pens - These are a very important writing material. 
5. USB - If delegates do not have their laptop with them, they should bring soft copies of 

their resolutions with them in a USB Stick.  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Part 6 -  
List of Conferences  

LIST of Conferences in Hong Kong 
HKSMUN 
HKMUN 
HKUMUN 
CityUMUN 
LPCMUN 
HKBUMUN 
HKSSMUN 
VSAMUN 
CDNISMUN 

LIST of Conferences in ASIA 
IIMUN (Indian International MUN) 
THIMUN Qatar 
THIMUN Singapore 
YMUN Korea 
BANMUN 
NTUMUN 
CSIAMUN 
AMUNC (Australia) 
EOSMUN (KL) 
MYMUN (KL) 

LIST of Major World Conferences 
HMUN (Harvard World MUN) 
IIMUN (India) {Indian International MUN} 
LIMUN (London) 
YMUN (Yale) 
GIMUN (Geneva) 
THIMUN (The Hague, Netherlands) 
VIMUN (Vienna, Austria) 
TAIMUN (Taiwan) 
CWMUN (World) {Change the World MUN} 
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LIST of MUN Conferences that the Author has been to: 
VSAMUN (2012) 
Pakistan - Most Vocal Delegate (ECOSOC) 
MYMUN (2013) 
Israel - Best Delegate (Environment I) 
HKSMUN (2013) 
China - (No Awards Distributed in Committee) (Humanitarian and Cultural Committee) 
LPCMUN (2014) 
Malaysia - One of Three Best Delegates (Experimental Security Council) 
HKSMUN (2014) 
Indonesia - Best Spoken Delegate (SPECPOL) 
SEASACMUN (2015) 
International Court of Justice Judge 
Winner of School-wide MVP in Senior MUN 
MUN-E (2015) 
South Africa - WHO 
HKJMUN (2015) 
Chair - Environmental Commission & GA1 
SEASACMUN (2016) 
UK - Security Council 
ISMUN (2016) 
Secretary General and Founder
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